
5 Tips for Supporting Your Child’s  

Transition into Reception 

1 ~ Social Skills 

Games encourage children to learn social skills such as taking turns, 

sharing, listening to others, following rules and learning to lose!  Some 

games to play with your child are Simon Says; Follow my Leader; Musical 

Statues; Board games or Memory games.   

You could also play schools!  Notice how your child plays, what role they 

choose and their vocabulary as indicators of their worries. 

A particularly anxious child might enjoy some quiet colouring with you.  

You can add in some of the learning around social skills by encouraging 

sharing colours or equipment, taking turns to colour a bit and giving a 

time frame to finish & sticking to it. 
 

2 ~ Routines 

Introduce consistent bedtime routines 2 weeks before school starts.   

Include time to talk about the day as well as teeth, pyjamas, story etc.  

Keep the order the same each night as routines help children feel safe 

as they can predict what will happen next.  This will help your child to 

manage their behaviour at school. 

Bedtime routines will encourage sleep.  Some children sleep better or 

more than others, but try to ensure that your child is averaging around 

10.5 hours of sleep per night across 1 week. 
 

3 ~ Countdown 

Start a countdown 2 weeks before school starts.  Start using teacher’s 

names and wondering aloud - “You have a dog, I wonder if Miss Smith 

has a dog too?” Use as many other things that ‘humanises’ the teacher 

and might give your child a common ground. 
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4 ~ Understanding Emotions 

Feelings play a big part in children’s behaviour.  When children do not 

understand what they are feeling, or how to express it, frustration can 

soon escalate situations for them.  You can help by:  

Recognising different feelings in different situations 

Noticing what facial expressions people make when they experience 

different emotions (happy, angry, sad, scared) 

Talking about your feelings throughout the day using I statements -  

“I feel … because ...” 

Normalising your child’s anxieties - “I wonder how many of the other new 

children might be worrying about that?” -  wondering aloud is a useful 

tool to start to engage your child in talking about feelings 

Sharing your positive feelings and your own happy memories of school 

(making friends, nice teacher, nice food, lots of new activities) 

 

5 ~ Independence 

Having an appropriate level of independence will help children to make 

the transition into Reception.  You can make a small list of things that you 

want your child to do each day that they are fully   responsible for.  The 

key is to make the list achievable to improve confidence in self-care and 

responsibility. 

Some ideas for ‘jobs’ are getting clothes ready for the day, pouring out 

own breakfast cereal / getting spoon, putting toys away.  These should 

be rewarded with praise and letting your child know how proud you are. 
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